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Reminiscent of Wiseguy, Mob Boss is a compelling biography from
two prominent mob experts recounting the life and times of the first
acting boss of an American Mafia family to turn government
witness Alfonso "Little Al" D'Arco, the former acting boss of the
Luchese organized crime family, was the highest-ranking mobster
to ever turn government witness when he flipped in 1991. His
decision to flip prompted many others to make the same choice,
including John Gotti's top aide, Salvatore "Sammy the Bull"
Gravano, and his testimony sent more than fifty mobsters to prison.
In Mob Boss, award-winning news reporters Jerry Capeci and Tom
Robbins team up for this unparalleled account of D'Arco's life and
the New York mob scene that he embraced for four decades. Until
the day he switched sides, D'Arco lived and breathed the old-school
gangster lessons he learned growing up in Brooklyn and fine-tuned
on the mean streets of Little Italy. But when he learned he was
marked to be whacked, D'Arco quit the mob. His defection
decimated his crime family and opened a window on mob secrets
going back a hundred years. After speaking with D'Arco, the
authors reveal unprecedented insights, exposing shocking secrets
and troublesome truths about a city where a famous pizza parlor
doubled as a Mafia center for multi-million-dollar heroin deals,
where hit men carried out murders dressed as women, and where
kidnapping a celebrity newsman's son was deemed appropriate
revenge for the father's satirical novel. Capeci and Robbins spent
hundreds of hours in conversation with D'Arco, and exhausted
many hours more fleshing out his stories in this riveting narrative
that takes readers behind the famous witness testimony for a
comprehensive look at the Mafia in New York City.
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*One of Glamour’s
Best Books of 2020* Popular podcast host and

personal finance expert Lindsay Goldwert explores what
professional dominatrixes can teach us about confidence, power,
and happiness. Imagine, for a moment, a world where the usual
power dynamic is turned on its head. Where women not only stop
apologizing, but seize—and enjoy—control. This is the quickly
mainstreaming world of BDSM (bondage, discipline, sadism,
masochism)—and it has a lot to teach women about empowerment,
negotiation, open-mindedness, and more. Journalist Lindsay
Goldwert, intrigued by this seismic cultural shift, traveled across the
United States to meet the stars of the subculture, who spoke frankly
with her about their lives and work. In this “lively, funny,
thoughtful channeling of wisdom” (Sara Benincasa, author of Real
Artists Have Day Jobs), these Alpha women show you how you can
reset the power dynamic in any situation to get what you
want—whether it’s from a husband, a boss, or partner. They share
strategies for revolutionizing not only your sex life, but your career,
your relationships, and most importantly, your inner foundations.
With bondage gear popping up on the big screen, the runway, the
red carpet, and in celebrity lingerie lines, BDSM is officially
moving out of the dungeon and into the sun. Let Bow Down help
you learn how to use it. “Whether your fantasies lie in the bedroom
or the boardroom, Lindsay will give you the courage to go forth and
dominate.” (Sarah Cooper, author of How to Be Successful without
Hurting Men’s Feelings).
Break Free From Over-Functioning, Over-Delivering, PeoplePleasing, and Ignoring Your Own Needs So You Can Finally Live
the Life You Deserve! Most of us were never taught how to
effectively express our preferences, desires or deal-breakers.
Instead, we hide our feelings behind passive-aggressive behavior,
deny our own truths, or push our emotions down until we get
depressed or so frustrated that we explode, potentially destroying
hard-won trust and relationships. The most successful and satisfied
people on the planet have one thing in common: the ability to create
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clear, healthy boundaries. This ability is, hands

down, the biggest game changer when it comes to creating a
healthy, happy, self-determined life. In Boundary Boss,
psychotherapist Terri Cole reveals a specific set of skills that can
help you stop abandoning yourself for the sake of others (without
guilt or drama) and get empowered to consciously take control of
every aspect of your emotional, spiritual, physical, personal, and
professional life. Since becoming a Boundary Boss is a process,
Cole also offers actionable strategies, scripts, and techniques that
can be used in the moment, whenever you need them. You will
learn: How to recognize when your boundaries have been violated
and what to do next How your unique “Boundary Blueprint” is
unconsciously driving your boundary behaviors, and strategies to
redesign it Powerful boundary scripts so in the moment you will
know what to say How to manage “Boundary Destroyers”—including
emotional manipulators, narcissists, and other toxic personalities
Where you fall on the spectrum of codependency and how to create
healthy, balanced relationships This book is for women who are
exhausted from over-giving, overdoing, and even over-feeling. If
you’re getting it all done but at the expense of yourself, give
yourself the gift of Boundary Boss.
New York Times bestselling author Nicole Lapin is back with a
sassy and actionable guide empowering women to be the boss of
their own lives and careers. You don’t need dozens or hundreds of
employees to be a boss, says financial expert and serial entrepreneur
Nicole Lapin. Hell, you don’t even need one. You just need to be
confident, savvy, and ready to get out there and make your success
happen. You need to find your inner Boss Bitch — your most
confident, savvy, ambitious self—and own it. A Boss Bitch is the shero of her own story. She is someone who takes charge of herself and
her future and embraces being a “boss” in all senses of the word:
whether as the boss of her own life, a boss at work, or the literal
boss of her own company (or all three). Whichever she chooses,
being a Boss Bitch isn’t something to apologize for—it’s something
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to be proud of! We
all have what it takes to be a boss bitch, says

Lapin. The problem is: we don’t learn how to do it in school. Even
if we study business, we’re not getting enough real-deal business
education. Until now. Here, Lapin draws on raw and often
hilariously real stories from her own career and experiences starting
businesses—the good, the bad, and the ugly—to show what it means to
be a "boss" in twelve easy steps. In her refreshingly honest and
relatable style, she first shows how to embrace the boss-of-you
mentality by seizing the power that comes from believing in
yourself and expanding your personal skillset. Then she offers
candid no-nonsense advice on how to kill it as the boss at work
whether you have a high-up role or not. And finally, for those who
want to take the plunge as an entrepreneur, she lays out the nuts and
bolts of how to be the boss of your own business—from raising
money and getting it off the ground to hiring a kickass staff and
dealing office drama to turning a profit. Being a rock star in your
career is something that should be worn as a badge of honor. Here
Lapin shows how to crush it in our careers like like a Boss Bitch!
The Rules of a Big Boss
The Essential Guide to Talk True, Be Seen, and (Finally) Live Free
The Life and Times of John McLaren
A Simple 12-Step Plan to Take Charge of Your Career
The Boss of Bosses
The Life and Crimes of Mafia Boss Vincent Gigante
Boundary Boss
YOUR FUTURE AND YOUR DESTINY ARE TOO
IMPORTANT. DISCOVER HOW TO GET UNSTUCK AND
OVER YOUR FEAR. This book is for any woman
who has ever been overwhelmed with
indecision, paralyzed with fear, or just
plain stuck. With no-nonsense biblical truth,
Fear Is Not the Boss of You is a loving kick
in the backside that will catapult you into
ACTION. Successful entrepreneur, business
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girl next door Jennifer Allwood is
your guide to show you why you can't stay
stuck, teaching you how to get out of your
own way and get on the road to fulfilling the
life of your dreams--even if you're afraid.
Whether you're thinking of launching a new
business, adopting a child, writing a book,
or competing in a triathlon, Jennifer will
motivate you to move from paralyzing fear
into courageous obedience and action. With
stories, straightforward truth, and practical
tips you can apply today, Jennifer will show
you how to: Identify how and where you are
stuck Determine what's holding you back Get
out of your own way Empower those around you
Experience the incredible joy that comes from
trusting a big God to do big things in you
and through you This is your gutsy invitation
to go after the big dream God has called you
to . . . because fear is not the boss of you.
From the moment the baby arrived, it was
obvious that he was the boss. The boss baby
is used to getting his way - drinks made to
order 24/7, his private jet plane, and
meetings around the clock. But when his
demands aren't getting proper responses, he
has to go to new lengths to achieve the
attention he deserves. Marla Frazee brings
her signature wit and humour - along with
adorable illustrations - to a book that
explores the effect of one family's very
unusual new arrival.
**A Forbes Best Business Book of the Year,
2015** **Winner of the 2015 800-CEO-READ
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Business Book
Award in Entrepreneurship**
When columnist Paul Downs was approached by
The New York Times to write for their “You’re
the Boss” blog, he had been running his
custom furniture business for twenty-four
years strong. or mostly strong. Now, in his
first book, Downs paints an honest portrait
of a real business, with a real boss, a real
set of employees, and the real challenges
they face. Fresh out of college in 1986,
Downs opened his first business, a small
company that builds custom furniture. In
1987, he hired his first employee. That’s
when things got complicated. As his
enterprise began to grow, he had to learn
about management, cash flow, taxes, and so
much more. But despite any obstacles, Downs
always remained keenly aware that every small
business, no matter the product it makes or
the service it provides, starts with people.
He writes with tremendous insight about
hiring employees, providing motivation to get
the best out of them, and the difficult
decisions he’s made to let some of them go.
Downs also looks outward, to his dealings
with vendors and to providing each client
with exemplary customer service from first
sales pitch to final delivery. With honesty
and conviction, he tells the true story
behind building and sustaining a successful
company in an ever-evolving economy, often
airing his own failures and shortcomings to
reveal the difficulties that arise from being
a boss and a businessperson. Countless
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employees have
told the story of their
experience with managers—Boss Life tells the
other side of that story.
Fire Your Boss is the disruptive alternative
blueprint for charting a new life-giving
career path that gives you control, allowing
you to set your own rules for your work life.
Provocative, liberating, and universally
appealing, Fire Your Boss seeks to help
readers resolve the deepest root of workplace
unrest—namely, fear and self-preservation.
This book upgrades readers’ core belief
systems, demonstrates how to liberate their
careers forever, and ultimately, join a
heretical uprising without becoming an
entrepreneur, changing jobs, or simply whiteknuckling their way to retirement. Aaron
McHugh maps out how to make philosophical,
emotional, tactical, and heart-centered
shifts at every intersection on the career
journey. Firing your boss does not require
you to leave to your job. Firing your boss
does not require you to start a new business.
Firing your boss becomes the life-altering
daily mantra that transforms the disengaged
into hopeful leaders. Discover how to plot a
new course of career freedom and
independence, empowerment, and self-reliance.
Find your smile again, rekindle your mojo,
recapture the art of your work, and start
enjoying your work every single day.
The Life and Impact of R' Yaakov Yosef
Herman, a Torah Pioneer in America : an
Affectionate Family Chronicle
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Overcome the Lies Holding You
Back from Success
Fire Your Boss
A Girl's Guide to Her Dream Career
Gentleman Boss
Work Like a Boss: A Kick-In-The-Pants Guide
to Finding (and Using) Your Power at Work

What if you decided that mediocre was no
longer an option?What if I told you all the
pain, frustration, & rejection you have
experienced was building the foundation to
live out your divine destiny?What if you
decided that TODAY is your day to stop
waiting for permission to pursue the life of
your dreams?This is YOUR wake up call to
disrupt your default life & get you on the path
to GREATNESS! This Personal Power Plan will
give you the step by step strategy to get your
passion back, reignite that spark, & dust off
those God-sized dreams. It's TIME to make
your goals your REALITY! Using Life-Changing
Stories, Power Principles, & simple action
steps, Lady Boss Stefanie Peters will equip
you to BOSS UP & build the life you crave. The
Boss Life Blueprint is for:The Leader who is
fed up with averageThe Entrepreneur who
knows they have more insideThe Boss who is
ready to live in financial abundance The APlayer that knows something is missingThe GoPage 8/29
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Getter who is ready to rise to the next level
Consider this workbook your 24-7 coach. Now
is THE Time to Ignite your God-sized Dreams
& Build the Life you Crave
Boss Up Your Life written by self-made multiplatinum singer / songwriter Mia Martina, and
award-winning author and publisher and
successful serial entrepreneur Ky-Lee Hanson,
is a guide to finding your passion and turning
it into a money making machine. Mia and KyLee share their personal journeys of going
from small town girls to international stardom
and multi-business tycoon to teach girls the
importance of self leadership and working as
a collective on the path to success. Our world
currently needs a critical shift from
competition to collaboration and YOU are a
solution to that change. This book encourages
you to stand up for yourself while having a
soft spot for other women; to build
collaborative business and share
opportunities! Focusing on tips for building a
success mindset, Mia and Ky-Lee keep it real,
and teach you how to turn your dream into
reality, from nothing to empowering everyone
you meet. They share how to adapt from
being a dreamer to a doer, goals into growth,
wants into needs, and hope into action. A
dream takes a team to become reality. Being
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a good boss is being a good leader. Not
everyone has a dominant boss personality, so
how do you become an effective leader? How
do you find the right people to compliment
you? And how do you work with other
personality types, and when is enough enough? Self-leadership is the starting point
towards powerful teamwork. Mia and Ky-Lee
want each girl to step into authentic girlpower, get HER money, get HER success; live
the Bosswoman life - in control of your life
while being creative and kind - all while being
driven by a purpose to better the lives of
every person you shine on. We stand for the
sister-code, we rise together. Women need to
get out of the "come save me" mentality YOU are the one that will save you.
Boss LifeSurviving My Own Small
BusinessPenguin
This true crime biography chronicles the life of
the so-called “Oddfather” who ran a powerful
NYC crime family while playing crazy to avoid
prosecution. Vincent “Chin” Gigante was a
professional boxer before discovering his true
calling as a ruthless contract killer. When Vito
Genovese went to prison, he picked Gigante
to run the Genovese crime family in his
absence. While raking in more than one
hundred million for the family, he routinely
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ordered the murders of mobsters who violated
the Mafia code—including John Gotti. At the
height of Gigante's reign, the Genovese
Family was the most powerful in the United
States. And yet he was, to all outside
appearances, certifiably crazy. He wandered
the streets of Greenwich Village in a ratty
bathrobe and slippers. He urinated in public,
played pinochle in storefronts, and hid a
second family from his wife. On twenty-two
occasions, Gigante admitted himself to a
mental hospital—evading criminal prosecution
while maintaining his nefarious operations. It
took nearly thirty years of endless psychiatric
evaluations by a parade of puzzled doctors for
federal authorities to finally bring him down.
The 3 Imperatives for Becoming a Great
Leader
Boss
The Life and Times of the British Business Man
Boss Up!
Take Control of Your Work and Live Life on
Your Own Terms
If I Were The Boss of You: A Southern
Woman's Guide to the Sweet Life
Boss Up Your Life
"Always bet on a smart, older woman. We
rarely pick a fight we can't win." If I Were
The Boss of You contains charming
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reflections,
funny observations, and nagging
worries we all share about our day-to-day
existence. Who we are, what's important to
us, and the small choices we make every day
determine the course of our lives. Thompson
utilizes her own brand of self-deprecating
humor to ponder age-old, big-life questions.
"A Chromosomal Point of View," "The Fake
Eulogy," and "A Smack Down by Jesus" will
make you laugh out loud. "Tiny Indignities"
will make you cry. "Angels and Aliens" will
keep you up in the wee hours wondering what
will become of us. No Southern nostalgia,
magnolias and moonlight, or voodoo queens
here. This is a twenty-first-century, bossy
Southern woman's take on real life.
Love Living the BOSS life ! A notebook that
is the perfect gift for any Living the BOSS
life Lover!Notebook Features: 6"x9"
dimensions - Designed to easily slip in a
handbag, a backpack, or on a desk with plenty
of space for writing notes! 120 lined whited
pages Beautifully designed cover! Perfect for
use as a journal, notebook or diary to write
in Makes a great gift for anyone who loves
Living the BOSS life ! Living the BOSS life
With over 11 million female-owned businesses
in the US today, more women than ever are
taking the reins to create their own success.
Maybe you feel the pull to start a business
but deep down you're afraid that you don't
have what it takes. Maybe you have a great
idea but wonder if you're actually qualified
to make it happen. Or maybe you want to
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business, but you're worried
about how it will affect your family. If
that's you, it's time to start thinking like
a boss. In this practical and encouraging
book, Kate Crocco exposes the 12 limiting
beliefs that are holding you back from your
true potential, such as - I should have it
all together and I don't - I'm not ready or
qualified to start - I don't have enough time
- It's already been done before - and more
With plenty of inspiring true stories and
actionable steps you can take--starting
now--Thinking Like a Boss will help you turn
your limiting beliefs into limitless
opportunity.
The author of Getting from College to Career
reinvents the concept of management for a new
generation, offering a fresh and relevant
approach to career success that shows them
how to make the next step: becoming a leader.
We are in the midst of a leadership
revolution, as power passes from Baby Boomers
to Millennials. All grown up, the highly
educated Generation Y is moving into
executive positions in corporations and
government, as well as running their own
businesses, where they are beginning to have
a profound impact that will last for decades.
Written exclusively for Gen Y readers to
address their unique needs, Becoming the Boss
is a brisk, tech savvy success manual filled
with real-world, actionable tips, from an
expert they respect and relate to. Lindsey
Pollak defines what leadership is and draws
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research, her own extensive
experience, and interviews with newly minted
Gen Y managers and entrepreneurs around the
world to share the secrets of what makes them
successful leaders—and shows young
professionals how to use that knowledge to
rise in their own careers. From learning to
develop a style that appeals to your older
colleagues, to discovering the key trends
affecting your career, to mastering the
classic rules of excellence that never go out
of style, Becoming the Boss helps you
identify your next professional move and
shows you how to get there.
The Gentleman Boss
Boss It
Mob Boss
You Are the Boss!
Little Boss
Control Your Time, Your Income and Your Life
The Life of the Infamous Toto Riina Dreaded
Head of the Sicilian Mafia

"The best book ever written about an American city, by
the best journalist of his time.”— Jimmy Breslin New
edition of the classic story of the late Richard J. Daley,
politician and self-promoter extraordinaire, from his
inauspicious youth on Chicago’s South Side through his
rapid climb to the seat of power as mayor and boss of the
Democratic Party machine. A bare-all account of Daley’s
cardinal sins as well as his milestone achievements, this
scathing work by Chicago journalist Mike Royko brings to
life the most powerful political figure of his time: his laissezfaire policy toward corruption, his unique brand of public
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relations, and the
widespread influence that earned him

the epithet of “king maker.” The politician, the machine,
the city—Royko reveals all with witty insight and
unwavering honesty, in this incredible portrait of the last
of the backroom Caesars. New edition includes an
Introduction in which the author reflects on Daley’s death
and the future of Chicago.
Boss Up! will help you put your business on the map and
the ideas you’ve previously only dreamed about into the
marketplace. Learn to overcome your fears and guilt to
find a fulfillment that changes you and your family for the
better— breaking free of the hard and boring and having
fun along the way. In Boss Up! Lindsay helps you gain
confidence to understand that having ambition doesn’t
make you a bad wife or mother. That it’s okay to have a
desire for something more than endless sippy cups, cleanups, Band-Aids, and groundings. That no matter your
education or experience, you can tap into your passions
and create businesses that give you increased flexibility,
fulfillment, and financial security. Lindsay doesn’t just do
this through commiserating but by giving you the tools for
change. Using the lessons she learned on her own path to
success, Lindsay shares real, solid business principles with
ten distinct success philosophies that you will encounter on
the journey to entrepreneurship, such as: Thinking longterm Being unapologetically yourself Use the “unsales”
tactic Understand your “why” Lindsay is a stay-at-home
mom turned multimillion-dollar-producing business
owner, but she doesn’t just have a passion for
entrepreneurship. She has a deep passion for helping
women of all walks of life gain the confidence and skills to
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business endeavors. Are you ready to Boss Up?
Rebuild your life after leaving an abusive relationship.You
finally did it. You finally made the hard decision to leave
your abusive relationship that is no longer serving you.
You worked so hard and sacrificed so much time and
energy to create a life for yourself and your family that you
whole heartedly intended to preserve. You spent years
trying to figure it out as a unit, and now that you are
independent and single, you know you have a lot of
responsibilities you cannot leave to chance - especially
since you have your children. Now what? Now you
begin!Author and life coach, Narine Tadevosyan, will take
you on a journey of self-discovery by helping you address
the emotional traumas that you took with you from your
past traumas and relationships. She understands that it
takes a significant amount of courage to take a step into
the "abyss" and come out the other side scathed, but alive.
After reading The Boss of Me, you will learn how to:
-Prioritize your time so you stop spreading yourself thinEliminate the toxicity that you allowed to penetrate into
your life-Parent without the guilt of "breaking up the
family"-Identify triggers that can create chaos and disarm
them-Gain back the self-confidence you lost track of
throughout your relationshipIf home is where the heart is,
then allow yourself to experience your self through The
Boss of Me.
From the straight-shooting breakout star of Bravo’s
Tabatha Takes Over and author of It’s Not Really About
the Hair, Tabatha Coffey shares the secrets of her success
in Own It! On television, Coffey is known for using tough
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failing businesses and help owners take

charge of their future. In Own It!, Coffey takes her
trademark no-nonsense style and business expertise to the
page to provide small business owners, aspiring
entrepreneurs, and anyone looking to “own their lives”
with the keys to success. Combining her own experiences
with those of everyday people who have faced challenging
transitions, Own It! will help readers reach their goals.
Being Boss
Richard J. Daley of Chicago
The Boss Baby
A Book of Self-love
This Ain’t Your Mama’s Business Book
Living the Boss Life: Living the Boss Life 120 Pages 6 X 9
Inches Journal
Own It!
This is the true story of Totò Riina, the Cosa
Nostra boss who rose from nothing to
become the most powerful man in Sicily.
The picture emerges of a bloodthirsty,
power-hungry monster who, despite his
lowly beginnings, is able to outmanoeuvre
the other Mafia chiefs and take control of
the organisation. However, the story is not
just that of Riina, but also of Sicily itself.
D'Avanzo and Bolzoni have transformed a
complex series of events spanning several
decades into a gripping narrative. In prison
for 18 years now, Totò Riina still remains
the dictator of the Cosa Nostra. This book
tells the haunting and disturbing tale, with
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thorough investigation
and testimony of the
Sicilian Corleone.
You Are the Boss! will reveal the truth
about yourself. Daniel Ally releases
precepts that will align with what you
naturally know and were afraid to think or
discuss with others. This wonderful book
slices right through your cranium and will
send shockwaves through your body. You
Are The Boss! will captivate you with its
illuminating stories and breakthrough
concepts. It is purely a book on
fundamentals and offers a philosophy which
will sooth your soul as it gives you a deep
appetite to wake up and finally start living.
You have much to gain. Prepare your heart
and mind to refine your authority with an
ultra-perspective and all-inspiring book. You
Are The Boss!
Women are doing it all: running companies,
nurturing marriages, raising kids,
volunteering on boards, and still making
Pinterest-perfect cupcakes for the class
party, thank you very much. But we're
exhausted. We're running on hamster
wheels and popping Xanax, and in our most
private moments, we're wondering the
scariest question of all: "Is this it?" I've
been that woman. The harried workaholic.
The unhappy wife. The frustrated mom. I
was even in a passionate relationship with a
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two years before marrying my
husband. Life is complicated, friends. The
point is, I found my way off the treadmill.
This book is me extending my hand to help
you off yours. You are not alone. You are
worthy. You are powerful. And you can own
your life in such a way that you'll stop
asking "Is this it?" and instead start saying
"This is it!" Heart Boss is the story of how I
learned to let my heart be boss. And,
hopefully, it's a story about how you can get
there too.
A fan-favorite office romance by New York
Times bestselling author Jill Shalvis! Having
inherited nothing but a stack of bills, Caitlin
Taylor is a poor little rich girl. Thank
goodness she's got a new job. Right away,
though, it's obvious she and her gorgeous
boss, Joe Brownley, have very different
ideas about her role! One thing they do
agree on is that the attraction between
them is best explored after hours…
The Boss of Me
Thinking Like a Boss
Boss Bitch
Lessons from Dominatrixes on How to Be a
Boss in Life, Love, and Work
Who's the Boss?
How to Own Your Life and Live in Peace
Boss of the Grips: The Life of James H.
Williams and the Red Caps of Grand Central
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“ ‘Chet’ Arthur President of the United States. Good
God!” was perhaps the most pithy contemporary
reaction to the accession of the twenty-first Chief
Executive. It has certainly been the most enduring,
even though Arthur himself has remained an
enigma—in large part because this shrewd, secretive
New Yorker saw to it that many of his private papers
were destroyed shortly before he died. Drawing on a
wealth of newly discovered documents, Thomas
Reeves has no written the definitive, full-scale
biography of Arthur, revising our inconsistent
assumptions about both him and his era. He gives
us, for the first time, the unknown facts about
Arthur’s early life: how, before he entered the bossdominated Republican Party under the tutelage of
men like the notorious Roscoe Conkling, this son of
an itinerant minister was a model of nineteenthcentury youthful idealism, first as a beloved
schoolteacher, then as a young lawyer directly
involved in the abolitionist struggle, and finally, as a
conscientious and honest Quartermaster General for
New York during the Civil War. Reeves assiduously
plots Arthur’s consistently successful career as a
master dealer in patronage and electioneering as a
survivor among connivers—a career that culminated
in his nomination as James Garfield’s Vice-President
and, when Garfield was assassinated, his own White
House inauguration, in spite of the great scandal
attending his removal from the directorship of the
New York Customhouse and the revelation that
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Garfield’s assassin
supporter. As Reeves makes abundantly clear, this
spoilsman supreme, who personified the worst
gaudy excesses of the Gilded Age, administered the
laws of the land honorably and even
disinterestedly—to the chagrin of his fellow bosses
and henchmen. Attacked by both Republican friends
(the Stalwarts) and Republican foes (the Half-Breeds)
and weakened by the fatal Bright’s disease (a fact
that was only made public by Reeves himself in
1972), Arthur worked to eliminate extravagant
government expenditures, enacted and enforced
civil service reform (thus undermining the basis of
his own public life), assisted in the birth of a modern
navy, and initiated an aggressive, expansionist
foreign policy that set precedents for later
administrations. Above all, Reeves concludes,
Arthur provided calm and reassurance to a nation
shocked by Garfield’s murder and beset by recurrent
economic depression. Beyond its illuminating
portrait of the life and fortunes of Chester Alan
Arthur, Gentleman Boss gives a telling account of
the politics and politicos that shaped Arthur’s
world—the corruption of the Grant, Hayes, and
Garfield administrations, as well as Arthur’s own; the
civil service reform movement; the internal wars
fought within the GOP and the government between
the factions led by the vain, caustic, and arrogant
Roscoe Conkling and his unrelenting competitor for
“office and plunder,” James G. Blaine, the Plumed
Knight from Maine—a world where “men
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plotted, and stole for power and
prestige and the riches that bought both.
“Let’s get one thing straight right up front: If you’re
going to call me a bitch, I’m going to take it as a
compliment.” Christine Quinn, the breakout star of
Netflix’s hit Selling Sunset, shows women how to
unapologetically own their power in business and
relationships to live the life they want. Part
prescriptive how-to, part manifesto, part tell-all,
Christine Quinn’s How to Be a Boss Bitch candidly
covers sex and money, fashion and fame, gossip
and gratitude, confidence and consciousness. Quinn
has been called everything from “the most-talkedabout woman on TV” to “the villain 2020 needed,”
and she isn’t shy about any of the qualities that got
her the success she has today: tenacity, confidence,
and fearlessness, all while dressed in full glam and
designer. By sharing details of her journey from high
school dropout to self made millionaire, reality TV
star, and fashion and beauty entrepreneur, Quinn
gives her readers the tools to define their own Boss
Bitch style and manifest their own success—without
being held back by society’s terms. From branding
yourself with a signature style that reflects your
unique strengths, to using your opponent’s poison
as your power, to learning the basics of a successful
negotiation, to getting fired—and being ecstatic
about it, How to Be a Boss Bitch is a modern guide
to living a bold, authentic life.
You never dreamed being the boss would be so
hard. You're caught in a web of conflicting
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from subordinates, your supervisor,
peers, and customers. You're not alone. As Linda
Hill and Kent Lineback reveal in Being the Boss,
becoming an effective manager is a painful, difficult
journey. It's trial and error, endless effort, and slowly
acquired personal insight. Many managers never
complete the journey. At best, they just learn to get
by. At worst, they become terrible bosses. This new
book explains how to avoid that fate, by mastering
three imperatives: · Manage yourself: Learn that
management isn't about getting things done
yourself. It's about accomplishing things through
others. · Manage a network: Understand how power
and influence work in your organization and build a
network of mutually beneficial relationships to
navigate your company's complex political
environment. · Manage a team: Forge a highperforming "we" out of all the "I"s who report to you.
Packed with compelling stories and practical
guidance, Being the Boss is an indispensable guide
for not only first-time managers but all managers
seeking to master the most daunting challenges of
leadership.
Most people spend over half their adult lives at work.
This can mean spending all that time with a boss
who is ignorant, incoherent, embarrassing,
harassing, indecisive, dirty, smelly, sexist,
vindictive, unappreciative and crude.Dealing with the
Boss from Hell is a survival guide, with real-life
strategies for dealing with the difficult person who is
in charge. There are lots of tips on how to read the
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mind of the boss,
a low profile, and even how to 'retrain' them. There is
also great advice on how to stand up to them, talk
honestly and directly, and if nothing works, how to
get out quickly and cleanly.There are case studies of
the different types of difficult boss, such as The
Boor, Grumpy, The Slave Driver, and The Exploder ,
and how best to handle them. Dealing with the Boss
from Hell is the book that will help everyone to cope
with the most difficult of situations.
Bow Down
The boss; the life and times of the British business
man, by R.LEwis and R. Stewart
Dealing with the Boss from Hell
Heart Boss: Trust Your Gut, Shed Your Shoulds, and
Create a Life You Love
Being the Boss
Boss Gardener
Chin

I cannot help in making you more
confident in yourself. That is a
journey that you will have to travel
alone. The good news is that I will do
what I can to support you along the
way. It is my hope that this book helps
serve that purpose. The things
contained within are what help me
daily.
A long-overdue biography of the head of
Grand Central Terminal’s Red Caps, who
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flourished in the
cultural nexus of
Harlem and American railroads. In a
feat of remarkable research and timely
reclamation, Eric K. Washington
uncovers the nearly forgotten life of
James H. Williams (1878–1948), the
chief porter of Grand Central
Terminal’s Red Caps—a multitude of
Harlem-based black men whom he
organized into the essential labor
force of America’s most august railroad
station. Washington reveals that
despite the highly racialized and often
exploitative nature of the work, the
Red Cap was a highly coveted job for
college-bound black men determined to
join New York’s bourgeoning middle
class. Examining the deeply intertwined
subjects of class, labor, and African
American history, Washington chronicles
Williams’s life, showing how the
enterprising son of freed slaves
successfully navigated the segregated
world of the northern metropolis, and
in so doing ultimately achieved
financial and social influence. With
this biography, Williams must now be
considered, along with Cornelius
Vanderbilt and Jacqueline Onassis, one
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of the great heroes
of Grand Central’s
storied past.
Do you dream of ditching the day job,
doing your own thing and being your own
boss? Are you ready to Boss It? In this
invigorating and highly practical book,
serial entrepreneur Carl Reader
provides exactly the fire and guidance
you need to get started. Designed to
cut through the business jargon, this
handy guide will take you through
everything you need to establish and
run your own business - from the
mindset it takes to turn a dream into a
plan, to the need-to-know practical
stuff for running and growing a
business. Featuring case studies,
templates and exercises to help you put
what you read into action, and turn
that dream into a reality, this
motivational book will enable you to be
your own boss, to take control of your
income, your time and your life... and
Boss It.
For years, All For The Boss has
remained a beloved classic for
teenagers and adults. Now, young
readers can enjoy this special edition
of the biography of R' Yaakov Yosef
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Herman zt"l, Torah
Each chapter relates a story, and with
large, clear type and detailed
illustrations, younger children will
love reading about Jewish life in early
20th century New York. The story of R'
Yaakov Yosef's life, devotion to Torah,
and his love for fellow Jews is told
with affection, humor, and awe by his
daughter. Share this inspiring book
with a young reader in your life today!
The Life and Times of Chester Alan
Arthur
A Guide to Life in the Trenches
Fear Is Not the Boss of You
A Life of Andrew Carnegie
Discover Work You Love Without Quitting
Your Job
The Life of Little Al D’Arco, the Man
Who Brought Down the Mafia
Boss Life

Charting the rise of Andrew Carnegie, this book follows his life
from his humble birthplace in Dunfermline to the squalor of
Pittsburgh in the 1840s, and his dramatic ascent to fame and
fortune. It explores the conflicts of a ruthless captain of industry,
who gave away millions to charity.
From the creators of the hit podcast comes an interactive self-help
guide for creative entrepreneurs, where they share their best tools
and tactics on "being boss" in both business and life. Kathleen
Shannon and Emily Thompson are self-proclaimed "business
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besties" and hosts
of the top-ranked podcast Being Boss, where they
talk shop and share their combined expertise with other creative
entrepreneurs. Now they take the best of their from-the- trenches
advice, giving you targeted guidance on: The Boss Mindset: how to
weed out distractions, cultivate confidence, and tackle "fraudy
feelings" Boss Habits: including a tested method for visually
mapping out goals with magical results Boss Money: how to stop
freaking out about finances and sell yourself (without shame) With
worksheets, checklists, and other real tools for achieving success,
here's a guide that will truly help you "be boss" not only at growing
your business, but creating a life you love.
"Little Al D'Arco was the quintessential wiseguy-and the mob's
worst nightmare...A compelling book about the rise and decline of
the American Mafia."-Nicholas Pileggi, author of Wiseguy and
Casino Alfonso "Little Al" D'Arco, the former acting boss of the
Luchese crime family, was the highest-ranking mobster to ever turn
government witness when he flipped in 1991. His testimony sent
more than fifty Mafiosos to prison-and prompted many others to do
the same, including John Gotti's top aide, Salvatore "Sammy the
Bull" Gravano-and altered the course of New York's mob scene
forever. "Fascinating." -The Village Voice In Mob Boss, two awardwinning news reporters offer an unparalleled account of D'Arco's
life and the New York mob scene that he embraced for four
decades. Until the day he switched sides, D'Arco lived and breathed
the old-school gangster lessons he learned growing up in Brooklyn
and fine-tuned on the mean streets of Little Italy. But when he
learned he was marked to be whacked, D'Arco quit the mob. His
defection decimated his crime family and opened a window on a
century's worth of mob secrets-many of which are published in this
riveting account for the very first time.
Becoming the Boss
The First Boss to Turn Government Witness
Be the Boss of Your Life--at Home and in the Workplace
All for the Boss
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The Boss Life Blueprint
How to Get Out of Your Head and Live the Life You Were Made
For
How to Be a Boss B*tch
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